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ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF FUNCTIONS WITH
BOUNDED BOUNDARY ROTATION

BY

JAMES W. NOONANC)

Abstract. For k^2 denote by Vk the class of normalized functions, analytic in

the unit disc, which have boundary rotation at most k-n. Let a„ be the «th Taylor

coefficient of/(z) e Vk. Let L(r,f) and L(r,f) be the A-integral mean of/'(z) and/(r)

respectively. We determine asymptotic formulas for/'(z), and these formulas are then

applied to study the behavior of \a„\ as n -*■ oo, and the behavior of L(r,f) and

TA(r,/)asr^l.

1. Introduction. Let us denote by Vk the set of all functions f(z) analytic in

£/={z: \z\ < 1} such that/(0)=0 and

(1.1) f"(z) = exp {^"log (1 -ze-«)-1 4*(o}

where /*(/) is a real-valued function of bounded variation on [0, 277] satisfying

¡•271 rZn

(1.2) dp.(t) = 2tt, \dp.(t)\ ¿ ktr.
Jo                                 Jo

Vk is the class of functions with boundary rotation at most k-n. It is clear that k ^ 2,

and when k=2, Vk is the class of normalized convex functions. It is also known

[10] that, for 2^ k ^4, Vk contains only schlicht functions.

If f(z)=z + a2z2+ ■ ■ -, consider the problem ,4n(A:) = max{|an| :feVk}. This

problem has been solved for all « only when k = 2 [8] and when k = 4 [13]. Also,

the problem has been solved for all k ä 2 only when « = 2 [6], « = 3 [6], and « = 4

[2]. In all the above cases, the extremal function has been

(1.3) F(z) = I{(|±-y,2-l} = z+|/nz".

The purpose of this paper is to examine the asymptotic behavior of Vk functions.

We shall derive asymptotic formulas for f'(z) which show that for any fixed f(z)
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=z4-a2z2H-e Vk, there exists a positive integer n0(f) depending on/(z) such

that n^n0(f) implies |an| iAn, where An is as in (1.3). These same formulas will

also be used to study the behavior of the integral means

hir,fi') = ^fo"\fi'ire^dd,

hir,f) = f PViVT dB.
¿t ¡o

The method used to derive these asymptotic formulas is due originally to Little-

wood [7, pp. 93-95], and it was later generalized by Hayman [3, pp. 106-108].

Our method is that of Hayman, although the proofs are different because we have

no assumption on the mean-valency of/(z) e Vk.

2. Notation and background material. In order to insure uniqueness (up to

additive constants) of the integrator fi(t) in (1.1), we shall require that n(t) be

normalized in the sense that p.(t) = (p(t+0)+fi(t-0))/2, where at i=0, t=2n we

extend fi(t) periodically before normalizing. We shall also write p.(t) = v(t) — o(t),

where v(t) = fat) + V0 (fi))/2, o(t) = (V0 (p)-p(t))/2, and where V0 (p) is the total

variation of p. from 0 to t. In addition we write a(9) = v(9+0)-v(9-0), ß(6)

= a(9+0) — a(9 — 0), with the usual modifications at 6=0, 2n. Since p.(t) is normal-

ized, it follows that a(8)>0 implies ¿3(0) = 0.

Let a = max8 a(0), and let M(r,/') = max{|/'(z)| : lzl='-}- Then as r-^1 we

have that

(2.1) (log M(r,/'))/(log 1/(1-r))-*a,

(2.2) (log \f'(re«)\)/(log 1/(1 -r)) -> a(6)-ß(9).

The proofs of these facts are similar to the proof of Theorem 1 in [12], and

complete details may be found in [9, pp. 15-21].

3. Asymptotic formulas for the coefficients. Following Hayman [3, p. 100] we

first prove a regularity theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Letfi(z) e Vk with fi(t) = v(t) — a(t) as its integrator.

Then the limit ai = limr_1 (1 — r)kl2 + 1M(r,fi) exists finitely, and a> = 0 unless v(t)

is a step function with a single jump of height (k/2 + l)n. In this case

a> = lim(l-r)fc'2 + 1|/'(/exp(/0o))|
r-»l

where v(90+0)-v(90-0) = (k/2 +1 )n.

Proof. Since/'(z) 7^0 in U, logfi'(z) is analytic. Let 9 be fixed but arbitrary, and

let

8 eief"(relB)
u(r) + iv(r) = Trlogf\re») = -ffßsf'
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By a result of Robertson [14, Theorem 1]

f"(z)

m
. 2\z\+k       2+k

1- \z\2      \-\z\

Thus u2(r) + v2(r)è((2+k)/(l-r2))2. Therefore

jr log \f(rë% = u(r) á \u(r)\ S ~

By taking rx < r2 and integrating, we find

(3.1) logjl/Xr^ld^)"'2'1} á loë{\fXrxe")\(^y2

By choosing 6 such that \f'(r2ew)\= M(r2,fi), we see that

M(r,/')((l-r)/(l+r))*'2 + 1

is a decreasing function of r, and thus approaches a limit as r-*-i. Therefore w

exists and is finite.

Since (1.2) implies j2* dv(t)<i(k/2+ 1)tt, it follows directly from (2.1) that a>=0

unless v(t) is as claimed in the theorem. Suppose now that «<j>0 and let v(80+0)

-v(e0-0) = {k/2+l)TT. Let rn=l-(l/«) and choose 0n such that M(rn,f)

= l/'(''nexp(/ön))|. Then (1 -rn)kl2 + 1\f'(rne\p(i6n))\ -> co. A simple application

of (2.2) shows that 0„ -> 0o as n -*■ oo. By (3.1) we have for r ¿ rn that

(3.2) (l-rn)*'2 + 1|/'(rnexp(/0n))| á (1-r)fc'2 + 1|/'C-exP0'ön))|((l+rn)/(l+r))'"2 + 1.

Now let r he fixed and let « -> +oo in (3.2). We see

o> ̂  (l-r)fc'2 + 1|/'(rexp(/Ö0))|(2/(l+r))fc'2 + 1.

Now letting r -*■ 1, we see that

oí ^ Uminf(l-r)W2 + 1|/'(rexp(i0o))|.
r-»l

But by definition of w we have

lim sup (1 -r)k/2+1|/'(r exp (i60))\ í m,
r->l

so the theorem is proved.

Corollary 3.2. Letfi(z)eVk. Then M(r,f')((l-r)/(l + r))kl2 + 1 is a decreasing

function of r.

Before we study the behavior of an as « -> oo, we need two technical lemmas.

Lemma 3.1. Let f(z)eVk with i,)=limMl (1 -r)kl2+1\f'(rexp(id0))\ >0. Let

8>0 be given. Then we may choose C(8)>0 and r(8) < 1 such that r^r(8) implies

where y={6 : (l-r)C(S)£|0-0o|=2w}-
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Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume 90 = 0. From (1.1) (see also

Theorem 3.1 in [1]) it follows that

(3 x, rw - C^)/*)'**2"4
K    ' J K)     (j2(z)/z)(ft-2,/4

where jj(z) and s2(z) are normalized starlike functions. But tu > 0 and 90 = 0 imply

Sx(z) = z/(l—z)2. Therefore

M*)/z| = ((l-r)2+4rsin2(0/2))-1 < t72/02

for r^ 1/4 and for all 0^0. By using well-known distortion theorems to bound

|z/j2(z)|, we have

\f'irew)\ i (H-r)*'2"1^2^2)'"*2''4

forra 1/4 and 0^0.

Let C be any positive constant, and let y={6 : (1— r)Ci \6\ in}. Then for r

sufficiently close to 1 we have

1      C Ok/2-2   (n /•-(1 - r)C^   /_2\(k + 2)/4

kbn'e'^6=—{LA, }W   *
2*/vt/a 1

-      k     Ckl2(l-r)kl2

Letting C=C(o) = 27r/(^S)2"£, we obtain the lemma.

For notational purposes let u>(r) = (l - r)kl2 + 1f'(r exp (i00)) where 60 is as above.

We then have

Lemma 3.2. Let f(z)e Vk and let tu = lmw (l-r)fc/2 + 1|/'(rexp(/0o))| >0. Let

rn f 1 and let fñ(z) = a>(rn)/(l — zexp(-i80))kl2 + 1. Let S be a fixed but arbitrary

Stolz angle with vertex at exp (iôQ), and let Dn = {z e S : |exp (id0) — z\ <2/ri}. Then

fn(z)~f'(z) as n -> oo, uniformly for z e D„.

Proof. We again assume d0=0. As above we have (3.3) with Ji(z)=z/(l-z)2.

Thus

rM -        l        /_£n_Vfc'2>/4     f'M - l (^_Yk-2^
Jn()~ (l-z)k>2 + 1\s2fa)J '   JKZ)     (l-z)fc'2 + 1U(z)/

To prove the lemma it clearly suffices to prove s2(z)/s2(rn) -> 1 as n -*■ oo, uniformly

for z e Dn.

We see that w=limr_1 |r/52(r)|<fc"2)'4, so 0<limr_1 |j2(r)|<co. We also know

[12, Lemma 1] lim,,,! arg s2(r) exists. Thus F=limr_1 s2(r) exists. Let Sx be a

Stolz angle properly containing S in its interior. Since s2(z) is schlicht, it omits in

Sx at least two values, so by Lindelöf's theorem [4, p. 260] we have limz^i s2(z)=L

where the limit is approached uniformly as |z| -*■ 1 for zeS. Therefore, since

0< |F| <co, the inequality

\s2(z)/s2(rn)-l\ i \s2fa)fa{\s2(s)-L\ + \L-s2(rn)\}

shows that s2(z)/s2(rn) -*-1 as n -*■ oo, uniformly for z e Dn. This proves the lemma.
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We are now able to determine the asymptotic behavior of an when to > 0.

Theorem 3.3. Let f(z)=z + a2z2 + a3z3-\-e Vk. Let

w = lim (1 -r)W2 + 1|/'(rexp (/0O))| > 0.
r-.l

Then if pn= 1 — 1/«, we have as « -*■ co

f'(pn exp (i00))

n2T{k/2+l)
°"-„2TV7WO   i   M      eXp (-!(«-1)0O).

Proof. Since to > 0 we have

1
/'(*) =

(l-zexp(-/0o))*'2 + 1 U(z)

Let ai(r) be as before, and let ojn=a>(pn). Let

oo

f; - (l-zexpi-W2*1 = -nm|oCmexp(-/m0o)z"

Then

r(m+it/2+l) m*'2
Cm = r(«i+i)r(Â:/2+i)    r(Ä/2+i)

Straightforward computation shows that

nan- <onCn_ ! exp ( - /'(« - 1 )0O)

(3.4) l
U f  {f'(peiS)-f;(pe's)}e-^-^de.

Let S>0 be given and choose C(8) as in Lemma 3.1. Then by Lemma 3.1, there

exists n0(8) such that «à«0(â) implies (1/2tt) j"^ \f'(pnei6)\ dô<8nkl2 where yn

= {6 : (1 — pn)C{8)^ |0 — 0O| ̂ tt}. Also, using the fact that |con| ->a><oo, we see

that the conclusion of Lemma 3.1 holds forfi(z) also. Thus

(3.5)
277

f  {f'(Pneie)-fi(Pnet6)}e-^-™ d6
Jvn

< 28nkl2   for « è n0(8).

Let y'n=[-TT,Tr]-yn = {6:0^\e-eo\^(l-pn)C(8)}. Since 6ey'n implies

|arg(l-Pnexp/(0-0o))|átan-1(|0-0o|/(l-pn))^tan-1C(S)<7r/2, we may

choose a Stolz angle S (depending on 8) with vertex exp (i60) such that

{z=pnew : 0 e y'n}<=S for large «. Then by Lemma 3.2,fi(pneie)~f'(pnew) as « -> oo,

uniformly for 0 e yñ- Therefore/'(Pnei") -fú(pneie) = o{/ñ(/3nei9)} as « ^ oo, where the

term o is uniform for 6ey'n. Since |wn| ->tu<oo, |/¡(pei9)| = 0(l -p)~ikl2 + 1\ so

f'(pneie) -fú(pneiB) = o{nkl2 + *} as « ^ oo, uniformly for 0 e yn- Therefore

3-6)     I f {f'(pneie)-fi(pneie)}e-Kn-™ dB ^ 2C(8)(l-pn).o(«W2 + 1) = o(«k/2)
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as n -*■ oo. Note that although the first o depends upon 8, once we fix S and thus

C(8), we have that o approaches zero independently of S, so its product with

C(8) also approaches zero as n -*■ oo.

Since yn u y'n = [-n, n], by combining (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6) we see

(3.7) Pr1|«aB-o.nCB_1 exp(-/(«-1)Ô0)| < {2S + 0(1)K'2

for large n. But p^"1 ->e as n-^oo. Since 8>0 was arbitrary and since o(l)

approaches zero independently of S as explained above, we have

(3.8) an = ojn^exp(-i(n-l)e0) + o(nki2-i).

Since Cn-x~nkl2/T(k/2 +1) as n -> oo, (3.8) shows

nq. <on exp (-;(«- 1)0O)   fc/2-1 _ /'(Pn exp (;0O)) exp (-i(n- 1)0O)

1    ;     "~ r(/c/2+l) n2r(Â;/2-rl)

This completes the proof of the theorem.

We now remove the restriction that co > 0.

Theorem 3.4. Fei/(z)=z4-a2z24-a3z3-l-eVk. Let

co = lim (1 -r)kl2 + 1M(r,f).
r->l

Then Iimr^„ |an|/nW2-1=<o/r(A:/24-l).

Proof. If tu>0, Theorem 3.4 follows from (3.9). Suppose then that a> = 0, so

M(r,f') = o(l-r)~kl2~1. From the equation f(z) = ¡lfi'(t) dt, where we integrate

along the radius from 0 to z, it follows that lim^i sup (1 — r)kl2M(r,fi) < e for any

£>0. Thus M(r,fi) = o(l-r)~kl2. By Theorem 3.5 of [1] we have ¡20n r\f'(reiB)\ d8

iB(k)M(r,f) where B(k) depends on k alone. Thus

1
2il

r|/'(rei8)|d0 = o(l-r)~kl2.

When combined with the standard inequality [3, p. 11] relating coefficients and

integral means, this result implies an = o(nkl2~1). This completes the proof of the

theorem.

Corollary 3.5. Fe?/(z)=z4-a2z24-a3z3-l-eVk and let F(z) be as in (1.3).

Then there exists a positive integer n0(f) depending on f(z) such that n ̂  n0(f)

implies |fln|^|y4„|. Equality can hold for infinitely many n if and only if f(z)

= e~wF(ewz) for some 0.

Proof. Simple calculations show that as n -> co

2fc'2

alo) A«~wm "wa"1-
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Let w=Iimr_i (l-r)kl2 + 1M(r,f). If a> = 0, Theorem 3.4 implies an = o(nkl2 "x), so

clearly Corollary 3.5 holds.

Suppose now that w > 0, and choose 0O such that

o> = lim(l-r)fc'a + 1|/'(rexp(ifl0))|.
r-»l

From the representation formula (1.1) we see that

w = lim exp < -        log 11 - r exp (i'(0o - í))| da(t) >

where ju,(r) = v(/) —ct(í) is the normalized integrator for/(z). Simple calculations

now show that w^2kl2~1 with equality if and only if o(t) is a step function with

single jump (k/2—l)Tr at /=0o+tt. Since we already know what v(t) is from

Theorem 3.1, it is clear that w = 2kl2~1 if and only if/(z) = e_ieTr(ei8z) for some 0.

Thus, if co = 2kl2~1 we have |a„| = |y4n| for all «. If <n<2kl2'1, we see from

Theorem 3.4 that

„in .    ,       wn"2-1        2conkl2-1
(3.11) \a

1 "'   r(jfc/2+i)    Jtr(it/2)

By combining (3.10), (3.11), and the fact that w<2kl2~1, we see that \an\ < \An\ for

all sufficiently large «. This proves the corollary.

Another consequence of Theorem 3.4 is the following.

Corollary 3.6. Letf(z) = z+a2z2 + a3z3-\-e Vk. Let

L(k,f) = lim Mr
n-* oo rl

Let L(k) = sup {L{k,f) :fe Vk}. Then L(k)^2kl2/kT(k/2) with equality if and only

iff(z) = e~ieF(etBz), where F(z) is given by (1.3). In particular, L(k) -> 0 as k -> oo,

and the rate of convergence 2kl2/kT(k/2) is best possible.

Remarks. (1) L(k,f) exists by Theorem 3.4.

(2) Robertson [14] showed that

r Kl  < k2+k ( 4e \um sup ̂  Si -^(^J
(k + 4)/2

so L{k) -> 0 as k -> oo. Corollary 3.6 improves the rate of convergence.

Proof. From Theorem 3.4, L(k,f) = a>/T{k/2+l). Since w^*'2-1 with equality

if and only if f(z) = e'wF(ewz), the corollary is proved. A lengthy but straight-

forward computation shows that the above rate of convergence improves the

estimate given by Robertson.

From our results so far, as well as from the definition of w, it is evident that the

quantity œ acts as a dividing line between those functions which have (in some

sense) maximal growth (i.e. w > 0) and those which do not. As is to be expected,
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we can say more about the coefficients of functions with co > 0 than we can say

about the coefficients of an arbitrary Vk function. We have

Corollary 3.7. Fei/(z)=z4-a2z2 + a3z3-|- ■ ■ -eVk, and let p.(t) be the normal-

ized integrator for f(z). Suppose a>=limr-.i (1 — r)kl2 + 1\f'(r exp (/0O))| > 0. Then for

each n we may choose a value of arg an such that

(3.12) lim {arg an + n80} = fi(80).
n-*co

Also,

(3.13) Iim^ = exp(-i0o).

Thus the radius argz=0o of maximal growth off(z) may be determined from the

coefficients an.

Proof. From Theorem 3.3 we have as n -> oo

(3.14) «X = {/,(^2+(î)0)) £XP (-'("- 1)0o)}{1 4-0(1)}

where pn= 1 — l/n. Thus

(3.15) arg an = arg j"'(/>„ exp (id0))-(n- l)0o4-o(l).

In [9, p. 12] it is shown that

(3.16) lim argf'fa exp (/0O)) + 0O = fi(80)

where the existence of the limit is part of the conclusion. (See also the proof of

Lemma 1 in [12].) By combining (3.15) and (3.16) we arrive at (3.12). Also, (3.13)

follows directly from (3.14).

4. Asymptotic formulas for the integral means. In this section we shall use

techniques similar to those of §3 to study the asymptotic behavior of IK(r,f) and

IA(r,f). In [5] it was shown that, with Aï; 1,

™ * (rhmrr)

In [1] it was shown that for any real A with X(k/2+1)> 1, we have

limsup(l-r)«W2 + 1)-1/A(r,/') i A(k, X).
r->l

The exact value of the constant A(k, X) was given in [1], and it was shown that

A(k, X) cannot be improved over the whole class Vk. We shall show that if

A(jt/24-l)>l,then

(4.1) lim (1 - ry«<2 + » - %(r,f) = Afa k, X)
r-1
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where

W)\ A(    \ ¥\ <»kT{X{k/2+l)-l)
V*-¿) a(oj,a,k)     2Mkl2 + 1)-1T2{X{k/2+l)/2)

It is interesting to note that here again the quantity o> plays the role of a dividing

line between those functions for which I^(r,f) has maximal growth and those for

which it does not.

We first need two technical lemmas.

Lemma 4.1. Let f(z)e Vk and let w = linw (1 -r)k,2 + 1|/'(r exp(/0o))| >0. Let

co(R) = {l-R)ki2 + 1\f'{Rexp(i60))\.   Let   C>0   and   A>0   be  fixed,   and   let

yR = {6 : (l-R)CS\e-e0\^TT},y'R=[-TT,TT]-yR. Let

(l-zexp(-iB0))kl2 + 1

Then

L'   \fiB(Reie)\* d9 ~ f   \fi'(ReiB)\" d8

as R^\.

Proof. Throughout the proof we let z=|z|ew. Then exactly as in the proof of

Lemma 3.2 we see that given a Stolz angle S with vertex at exp (/0O), we have

fR(z)~f'(z) as R-+1, uniformly for |z|^T? and Oey[x\. It follows that

f'(z)/f'R(z) = 1 + eR(z) as R->1, where eR{z)-+0 as /?-> 1, uniformly for \z\ ^R,

0 e y[zV Expanding (1 +eR(z))h in powers of «B(z), we find

/'(*)
=   \l+eK(z)\* =   1+0(1),

\f'n(z)\
so that

\f(z)\*-\fR{z)\* = o{\fR(z)n

where again the term o is uniform as R -> 1 for \z\ ^ R, 0 ey'lz[.

Since this term o is uniform in z as stated above, we may integrate and find

f   \f'(Reie)\"d6- f   \fR(Rei^d6 = o\¡/ \fR(Re«)\*de

where again the term o is uniform for z as above. This proves the lemma.

Lemma 4.2. Let f(z)e Vk. Let w, w(R), and fR(z) be as in Lemma 4.1. TTie« if

X{k/2+l)>l, we have

h(r,f') = (oj(r)/w)%(r,w{l-zexp(-id0))-<ki2 + ») + o{(l-r)-™i2 + » + 1}

where the term o is uniform as r -> 1.
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Proof. By the definition of IK(r,f) we have

(4.3)

2n\h(r,f')-h(r,fiñ)\ sj" |/'(z)|*</04-[ |/¿(z)|*d0

+|f {\n*w-\m\K}do

where y and y are any two disjoint arcs with y u y = \-n, n]. Just as in Lemma

3.1, we may choose C=C(S, A) and r0 = r0(8, A) such that r^r0 implies

(4.4) I*       \fi'(reie)\x d8 <
J(l-r)C (i-O A(k/2 + l)-l

(In the proof of (4.4) it is essential that X(k/2+1) > 1.) The same result clearly holds

for/¿(z). Lety = {re'e : (1 -r)Ci \8-80\ in}, and let y'=[-n, n]-y. Then from

(4.3), (4.4), and Lemma 4.1 we see that, as r-> 1,

2n\h(r,f')-h(r,f;)\ < {28 + co(ryC(8,X)o(l)}(l-r)-*k>2 + » + \

As explained in the proof of Lemma 3.1, this implies

h(r,f')-IK(r,fi) = 0(l-r)-«<c'^i> + i

as r -*■ 1, which proves Lemma 4.2.

We are now able to establish (4.1) when a>>0.

Theorem 4.1. Letf(z) e Vk withco>0. Let X(k/2+l)>l. Then

lim (l-r)Mkl2 + "-1Ih(r,fi') = Afa X, k)
T->1

where A(co, X, k) is given by (4.2).

Proof. Without loss of generality we assume 0O = O. In [11] Pommerenke showed

that

1   f 1

<4-5> 2ïLïïT75=r
^.JTim^l) 1

2m-1r2(m/2)(l-r)"

as r^ 1, whenever m>l. Let m = X(k/2+l). Combining (4.5) with Lemma 4.2,

we obtain (4.1). This proves the theorem.

We now establish (4.1) when co = 0.

Theorem 4.2. Letf(z) e Vk with co=0. Let X(k/2+1)> 1. Then

lim(l-r)AW2 + 1)-1/A(r,/') = 0.
r-»l

Proof. There exist starlike functions sx(z) and s2(z) such that

(sx(z)/zYk+2^
f'iz) fafa/zy-™*
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Suppose Sx(z) = z/(l — eiez)2. Without loss of generality we assume 0 = 0. Then just

as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we see that given 8>0 we may choose C=C(8) and

''o = ''o(S) such that r ^ r0(8) implies

Í*       \f'(reie)\" dd < 8(l-r)-mi2+1) + 1.
Ja-r)C

(Again A(fc/2+l)>l is essential.) Since a> = 0, M(r,f') = e(r)(l-r)-kl2-1 where

e(r) -> 0 as r -> 1. Thus

r(1"r)C|/-v    m\XM ^ e(r)C(8)
Jo      |/'(«T de <; (1_yW2+D-r

These two facts imply

i"\f'(rew)\A de = o{(l-r)-mi2 + 1) + 1}.

Since the same argument is valid on [—n, 0], the proof is complete.

Suppose now that Sx(z)^z/(l — eiez)2. By Theorem 1 of [12] (or directly from

(1.1)), we see that there exists ß<2 and a constant A(ß) such that |¿i(z)|

^A(ß)/(l-r)ß. We may clearly choose ß such that Xß((k+2)/4)^l. By noting that

Sx(z) is schlicht, we may use Theorem 3.2 in [3, p. 45]. We see that given r0 < 1

(l_r)MW2+i)-i/A(ry') s A(r0){l-r)ukl2 + 1)-1 + B{r0)(l-r)6

for r^r0, where 8 = X(2-ß)(k + 2)/4>0. We now let r —> 1 to complete the proof

of the theorem.

Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 improve the results in [1] in the sense that we can say that

the limit in (4.1) exists. Also, since o)S2M_1 with equality if and only if f(z)

= e~wF(ewz) where F(z) is given by (1.3), we can state the conditions under which

equality may hold in the result in [1].

After examining these results on h(r,f), it might seem natural to expect that

corresponding results would hold for IÁ(r,f). We have not been able to show this,

but we do have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3. Let f(z) e Vk and let Xk/2> 1. Then

lims«P(l-r)--/A(r,/)g^(|î)A.

In particular, if co=0, then the limit exists and is zero.

Proof. By a result of Brannan [l],/(z) is at most k/2 valent. The Hardy-Spencer-

Stein identities [3, p. 42] then show that for any fixed r0< 1 and r^r0

(4.6) h(r,fi)-L(rQ,f) Ú Xk/2 f ^^ dt.
Jr0 '
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By combining the definition of co with the inequality M(r,f)i Jó M(t,f) dt, we

see that

(4.7) lim sup (I-r)kl2M(r,f) i 2w/k.

By combining (4.7) with (4.6), we see that given e>0 there exists r(e)< 1 such that

r^r(e) implies

A(r,/)^/A(r(£),/)4-^-)^rT(T + £)   (1_r)W2-1-

By letting r -> 1, we see that

JlmSup(l-r)--^,/)^)^(|4-e)A.

This in turn implies the theorem.

We now turn our attention to lim,^ inf (1—r)Afc/2-1FA(r,/). We first need a

technical lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Letf(z) be analytic in U and suppose f'(z)^0 in U. Then for X>0 we

have

j;|/(^ + lf^)fd0,I/;|/((r+^:)e«) d8

for all x e [0, 27r] and for all r, 0 < r < 1.

Proof. Let x e [0, 2n] he given. Fix r< 1 and let a = ((l -r)/2)eix. Let

grfa=f(r+{l~r)l2z)    and   ga(z)=f(z+a).

Let b = ra/(r + (l -r)/2), so \b\ <r. Let

T(z) = (z + b)/(l+br-2z).

Then T(z) maps Ur = {z : \z\ <r} onto Ur with T(0) = b.

Now ga(0)=gr»r(0)=/(a). Also ga(Urfagr o T(Ur). Thus ga(z)<groT(z) in

t/r. (Note that/'(z)#0 is needed to prove the subordination.) Therefore

/•2n f2ji

(4.8) \f(reie+a)|A d8 i \    \gr° T(rée)\Á d8.
Jo Jo

Since T(z) maps \z\ = r onto itself, let T(rew) = rei<t. Then on |z| = r we have

ri/0 = 4r2/|l4-r-r(l-r>i<9-*,|2d0.

Combining this with (4.8) we see that

/•2b 1     í*2íl

\f(re^ + a)\"d8i-\    \gr(re*«)\* d<D,
Jo ' Jo

which is equivalent to the conclusion of the lemma.
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We now prove

Theorem 4.4. Letf(z) e Vk and let X^l. Then

liminfd-r)^-1/^,/) ^ $£,£»\

where A(w, X, k) is given by (4.2).

Proof. Since À ̂  1 we have from a generalization of Minkowski's inequality

[15, vol. I, p. 260] that

1 /»2n   ( 1     Ç2n ~\ 1/A

(4.9) h(r,f')llK â ^~ Jo   {¿Jo   \fi(re"> + (8/2yx)\*dej    dx

where 8 = 1 —r. From Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we have

(4.10)        /*/•)■» - {^mm}m

By combining (4.9), (4.10), and Lemma 4.3 we see that

«■■■)     {^fttl'y" S ̂ {¿ fwfr+O-rWOI'*}*.
We now let (1 +r)/2 = t, so (1 -r) = 2(l -/)• Substituting this in (4.11) and letting

í -*■ 1, we arrive at the conclusion of the theorem.

Corollary 4.5. Letf(z) e Vk. Let X satisfy A^ 1 and Xk/2> 1. Then

lim sup (l-r)**'2"1/^/-,/) = 0
r->l

if and only if

liminf(l-r)»*»-l/x(r,/)-0.
r->l

Proof. Clearly if the lim sup is 0, so is the lim inf. The reverse implication is

proved by Theorems 4.3 and 4.4.

Although we have established the existence of lim^i (1—r)AW2_1TA(r,/) only

when to=0, Corollary 4.5 tells us that the growth of IA(r,f) is quite regular.
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